STYLE IS A CHOICE
MODERN INNOVATION
MAKES THE OPTIONS
EVEN BETTER

OUR QUALITY IS YOUR PEACE OF MIND

Introducing our NEWEST highest-performing,
most sustainable timber venetian range yet,
ULTRAWOOD.

SMOOTH OPERATION

Not all blinds are created equally when it comes to

design makes for easier operation, particularly for

heat and humidity - and some can be prone to warp-

the elderly who aren’t afraid to try new technology

ing and cracking - so the choice is yours to make and

when they see a clear benefit. This can be further

can have a massive effect on your family’s comfort

enhanced by adding the convenience of motorisation

and your window furnishing’s longevity.

which can easily tilt, raise or lower your blinds using

The unique composition of Ultrawood allows for
enhanced usability and efficiency. The lighter blade

a remote or smart device.
Manufactured using Industry-Leading Technology,
this expanded Wood Fibre Polystyrene Composite
can withstand temperatures up to 65 degrees Celsius
without bending or losing integrity.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Ultrawood is made of ecofriendly materials to deliver
the best possible quality. We believe that it offers a

Ultrawood does not absorb moisture making it

unique experience using the natural beauty of wood

highly suitable for wet and humid areas including

and its warmth with durability to make your windows

kitchens and bathrooms. Additionally, providing a

a real fashion statement.

robust, low-maintenance and easy to clean solution.

Ultrawood Venetian Blinds provide high-tech
design. Functional yet elegant, we offer 50mm
and 65mm blade widths. These timbers offer a
unique composition that add an understated
touch of sophistication to any interior.

50MM BLANC
WHITE BIRCH
65MM GHOSTGUM

BLANC
50MM WALNUT
CREAM
65MM SPRUCE

50MM BLANC
PICKLED OAK
65MM OREGON

BLANC
50MM NATURAL
TEAK
65MM BALTIC

BLANC
50MM AFRICAN
TEAK
65MM JARRAH

BLANC
50MM BLACK
JAPAN
65MM JAVA
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